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The restaurant from San Jose offers 17 different meals and drinks on the card at an average price of $7.8. What
User likes about Sizzle Spot:

It's a good restaurant. Good food and good service. The only thing is that their AC doesn't work. We went there
during the heat wave. Funny we ordered electric fans. They gave us a portable fan. read more. What User

doesn't like about Sizzle Spot:
A casual sit down restaurant. Utensils are self-serve on the side, and you pay up at the counter. Tables could use
a deeper clean. Food was pretty good for a typical sizzle plate restaurant, you won't go wrong here. The radish

cake appetizer was better than I thought. Meat portions were less compared to other places, but still decent.
Ambience overall was pretty quiet, although the square itself was crowded so parkin... read more. In Sizzle Spot

from San Jose, you can enjoy versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine that's authentically prepared in a wok, In
addition, many visitors look forward to enjoying traditional Vietnamese dishes with the perfect hint of Southeast
Asian flavor during a visit at the Sizzle Spot. The meals are prepared according to typical Asian style, The meat

is freshly grilled here on an open flame.
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Appet�er�
CRISPY SWEET CORN FRIES $6.0

Sid� dishe�
PARMESAN CHEESE FRIES $5.0

Sid� Order
BROWN RICE $1.8

Popular Item�
THAI SEAFOOD POT $15.0

Ho� Pot�, Bowl� & Plate�
CHICKEN CURRY POT $13.0

S�zl� Plate�
DANCING THAI PLATE $13.0

BUDDHA'S FAVORITES PLATE $10.0

S�zl� Spo�
SIZZLE BEEF NOODLES $9.0

PAPAS PRIME RIB SOUP $5.0

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

NOODLES

APPETIZER

Ingredient� Use�
WHITE RICE $1.0

GARLIC

BEEF

MEAT
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